BUZSAKI Gyuri  NYU Oscillations 27 Feb 2013

just moved to NYU...

problem  how neurons transform  inputs into outputs...

today talk abt  HC...(hippocampus)

paper from NEURON 2009


do grid cells give rise to place cells???


theta phase :  obvious peak at  180 degrees  in  EC2  -  entorhinal cortex  to CA3...

CA3  firing  are place cells......  is it just integrating a collection of neurons?

NO  it does not work...


cuz of time delays


something is missing...

he shows movie of HC place cells...

shows mouse  running in a maze... (as the HC place cells fire)

John O'Keefe...


shows hot spot firing

theta is a nice organzer...


look at CA1 pyram cells  firing rates...

it is log normal

sleeping  it is at 0.1 hz


slow firing neurons are important  (besides the fast spiking ones)

firing is log normal everywhere in HC no matter where u look..


only 15 to 20% of neurons are responsible for half the spikes...


10**9  atp molecules are used by a spike... do not waste them! (precious as gold)

so  what is important... more spikes or special neurons??

fast firing neurons are good becuz they fire fast...

it u take them away in the model , then performance degrades...


sharp wave... strongest wave in brain anywhere...


no matter where u look, it's always log normal...


probability of firing in sharp waves also follows log normal..


so,  what is the origin of skewed distrib of firing rates and population synchrony?


perhaps it's the synap strength distrib that gives rise to this...


looked at  # of syanpses btwn  pyram neuron and interneuron that it synapses to

one synapse  1195 neurons
2 synapses  63 neurons
3 boutons  9
4 ... 4
5... 1

6 boutons  just one also...


the  spines themselves have log normal distrib.


see lowenstein, kuras   2011...


can assess syanp str btwn pyrams and interneurons by looking at  ST cross correlograms...



theta states promote spike transmission...


you have neurons that fire fast all the time  and big synapses...


LOGNORMAL RULE


half of the spike at ALL TIMES are emitted by a minority  < 20% of hard working  (EXPERT) neurons

expert neurons may have special connctivy and synchronize
differently than the low firing majority...

*****

HC  synshronizes and  DESYNCHRONIZES!

during SWS  = slow wave sleep  get very strong correlation of neurons in HC

but when animal is running... get desynchrony..  but that does not mean a lack of tempor coordination

****

he claims that  working memory  depends on  this..


one second contains 7 theta cycles...(?)


bottom line: place and event sequences are coded as time (phase) offsets within the theta cycle...

time runs in multiple correlated time scales... a system of oscillators...


theta cycle is deliberately weakening correl of subassemblies...


by winner take all...   oscill network turns off other assemblies...

delay is due to perisomatic inhibition...


perturbation of PV interneurons mediation inhibition impairs within-cycle timing of pyram neurons...

cannabinoids do not affect cog map but do affect the timing...


temporal coordination is crucial...

PV neurons secure delays btwn cell asemblies

+++++++++++++++++++++++++

jay mcC:  distrib of words is also log normal
(common words have the least info... least surprisal)
(also true of incomes...)

some small number of neurons do all the work
(the rest are just log normal (low) firing rate.



